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ON HOLOMORPHICGRADEDMANIFOLDS
PAUL GREEN1
Abstract.

Kostant's

definition of a C°°-graded

manifold is adapted to the

holomorphic category. It is shown that, in contrast to the C°° case, there exist
holomorphic graded manifolds with structure sheaf not isomorphic to the sheaf
of sections of a bundle of exterior algebras.

Kostant [2] has given a definition of a graded manifold as a pair (X, A) where
X is a C°°-manifold and A is a sheaf of graded-commutative algebras over the real
numbers, which locally can be given the structure of a finite-dimensional exterior
algebra over the sheaf of C°°-functions on X, in such a way that the augmentation

is globally defined.
Batchelor [1] has proven that if (X, A) is a graded manifold in Kostant's sense,
then A is isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of the bundle of exterior algebras
associated to a vector bundle.
Our purpose here is to show that Batchelor's
theorem does not carry over to the natural adaptation of Kostant's definition to
the holomorphic category.
We will rely on the definition of a graded-commutative algebra given in [2], except
that our algebras are over the complex numbers and may be either Z-graded or Z2graded. We will write Z-gradations as superscripts and ^-gradations as subscripts.
X denotes a complex analytic manifold with structure sheaf Ox- We define an
augmented sheaf of Zrgraded commutative algebras over X to be a pair (A, a)
such that A is a sheaf of Zrgraded-commutative
algebras, a: A —>Ox is a locally
split epimorphism of sheaves of algebras, and Ia = Ker a is the ideal sheaf of A
generated by Ai. Homomorphisms of augmented sheaves of Z2-graded-commutative
algebras are simply homomorphisms of sheaves of ^-graded
algebras, since the
kernel of the augmentation is preserved along with the gradation and Ox has no
nontrivial automorphisms as a sheaf of complex algebras. In the sequel, we will write
"augmented sheaf" for "augmented sheaf of Z2-graded-commutative
algebras."
A sheaf, A, of Z-graded-commutative
algebras is called connected if A0 = OxWe will refer to such a sheaf simply as a connected sheaf. Homomorphisms of
connected sheaves are homomorphisms of sheaves of Z-graded algebras.

If (A, a) is an augmented sheaf, we define Ak = 7£/7£+1; k > 0, A0 = OxThen A is a connected sheaf with product induced from the product in A. This
construction is evidently functorial, and we write / for the homomorphism of
connected sheaves induced by a homomorphism, /, of augmented sheaves.
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Let E denote (now and throughout the sequel) a holomorphic vector bundle over
X. We will write AB for the connected sheaf of germs of sections of the bundle of
exterior algebras on E. We define an augmented sheaf (Ae, oce) by

(ae)o = J2 A"E and (^
keven

= E (Afc£)
kodd

where as is the natural projection on AoF = Ox- There is a canonical identification

of AE with AE.
We say that an augmented sheaf (A, a) defines a holomorphic graded manifold
structure on X if, for some E, Ais isomorphic to AE as a connected sheaf.

PROPOSITION 1. Let (A, a) be an augmented sheaf, and let 6: AE —►
A be an
isomorphism of connected sheaves. Then X is covered by open sets, U, such that
there exist isomorphisms fu : Ae\U —►
A\U such that fu = 6\U.

PROOF. Let x EX, and let U be a neighborhood of x such that E\U is trivial
and a\U is split. Let c: Ou -* A\U be a splitting of a. Let ei,...,

en be a basis for

A^-EIUover 0ULet ai G A1 (U) = 6(ei) for 1 < i < n. Then (making U smaller if necessary)
we may choose o¿ G Ai(U) with a¿ -\- Ia = äi, 1 < i < n. If we write fu\Ou = c;
fu(ei) = a,, 1 < i < n, fu extends uniquely to a homomorphism of connected
sheaves from AE|£i to A\U. It is evident that fu = 6\U, from which it follows that
fu is an isomorphism.
□
Let Aut(E) denote the automorphism sheaf of E as a vector bundle. Then
Aut(E) is also the automorphism sheaf of AE as a connected sheaf. Aut(E) is thus
a subsheaf of Aut(Aß), the automorphism sheaf of the augmented sheaf (Ae, cxe),
since Ae and AE have the same underlying sheaf of algebras, and any automorphism
which preserves the Z-grading a fortiori preserves the Zrgrading. If we write j for
the inclusion of Aut(E) in Aut(A^), and define Ge as a subsheaf of Aut(Aß) by
/ G Ge iff /: AE —►
AE is the identity, we have the right split exact sequence of
sheaves of groups

1 -►GE -►Aut(A£p

Aut(E) -►1.
i

Since Ge is not in general a sheaf of Abelian groups, 771(X, Ge) has the structure
only of a pointed set rather than a group. From the splitting, 77°(X, Aut(E)) acts
(by inner automorphisms of Aut(AE)) on Ge and hence also on Ti^X, Ge) in a
base point preserving fashion.

PROPOSITION 2. 77ie isomorphism classes of augmented sheaves (A, a), with A
isomorphic to AE, are parametrized by the orbits of Hl(X, Ge) under the action of
77°(X; Aut E) in such a way that the base point corresponds to (Ae, üe).

PROOF. Let (A, a) be an augmented sheaf, and let 6: AE —►
A be an isomorphism
of connected sheaves. Then by Proposition 1, X is covered by open sets U admitting
isomorphisms of augmented sheaves fu'--A-E¡U —>A\U with fu = 0\U. For UC\V
nonempty, write gu,y = fy1fu- Then by standard arguments, {gu,v} is a cocycle
which defines a class h(A, a,0) E H1(X,Ge)
which is independent of the choices
of U and fu and satisfies the following.
(1) Any class in 771(X, Ge) is realized as h(A, a, 0) for some (A, a, 0).
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(2) h(A, a, 0) = h(B, ß, ip) if and only if there is an isomorphism
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/: (A, a) —►

(77,ß) with <po / = 0.

(3) For x G 77°(AutE), ^(A, a, 0 o x) = x(h(A, a, 0)).
(4) h(As, ole, id) = the base point.
The proposition evidently follows.

PROPOSITION 3. For any holomorphic vector bundle E over X, Ge has a
decreasing filtration by normal subgroup sheaves GE with the following properties.

(i) G\ = GE(Ü) GE/GkE+1 ^DeT0x(Ox,AkE),

(hi) GE/G%+1 « Homo^E,

k even.

AfcE), k odd.

PROOF. Write ik:AkE —►
Ae and nk:AE —►
AfcE, respectively, for the projections and inclusions induced by the equality of AE and AE as rings. We define

g to be in GE provided g(x) — x G IkXBfor all x G Ae- Ge is normal in Ge by
the observation h~xgh(x) — x = h (gh(x) — h(x)). GE = Ge by the condition
(defining for Ge) that g is the identity on AE.
For g E GE, k even, we define ak(g) = Ttk o g o i0. Using the observation that
Ttj+i o g o ij = 0 for I < k, it is easily verified that ak(g) is a derivation from

Ox = A°E into AfcE, that ak(gig2) = o,k(gi) -+- ak(g2) and that ak(g) = 0 iff

geGk+K
Similarly for g E GE, k odd, we define bk(g) = irkogoii and verify that bk is a
homomorphism from GE to HomoJf(A1E,AfcE) whose kernel is GE+1.
It remains to show that ak and bk are epic on sufficiently small open sets. For
A;odd, any homomorphism s from AXE to AfcE extends uniquely to an Ox-linear
derivation of AF which exponentiates to a gradation preserving automorphism g G
GE with bk(g) = s. In the even case we must first choose an Ox basis of A1E on
some sufficiently small open set. Then any derivation d of Ox hito AfcE extends
uniquely to a derivation (not Ox-lmear) of Ae which annihilates the chosen basis.
Once again we may now exponentiate to an automorphism g G G% with ak(g) = d.
In each case the exponential power series terminates because E is finite dimensional
and 7QB is nilpotent.
THEOREM I. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of dimension 2 over X with
H*(T(X) (g) A2E) fí 0. Then there exists an augmented sheaf (A, a) over X for
which A is isomorphic to AE as a connected sheaf, but A is not isomorphic to Ae as
an augmented sheaf.

PROOF. In this case 7| = 0. Hence G% = 1 and GE = G% = (T(X) <g)A2E)
by Proposition 3. Hence 771(X, Ge) is nontrivial and, therefore, has at least one
orbit other than the base point under the action of 77° (X, AutE). The conclusion
of the theorem now follows by Proposition 2.
REMARK. If (A, a) is as in the conclusion of Theorem I, it is not possible that
A is isomorphic to Ae> for some other bundle E', since in that case we would have
AE' « Ae> « AE as connected sheaves, from which it follows that E' r¿ E.
In particular, the existence of a counterexample to Batchelor's theorem follows
from the existence of X and E satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem I. The simplest

example is X = CPl; E = 2T*(CP1). It is then standard that 771(T(X)<8)A2E)«

C.
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